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Google Page Rank

What is Google PageRank?
The Google founders, Sergey Brin and Larry Page formulated their search engine algorithm that shifted the
ranking weight to off-page factors. They evolved a formula called PageRank (named after its founder Larry Page)
where the algorithm would count the number of websites that link to a page and assign it an importance score on
a scale of 1 to 10. The theory is that the more websites that link to a page, the higher its PageRank.

The underlying rationale of how the Google search engine algorithm works is very important. Google rank each
webpage on a score out of 10. The home page should have the highest Google PageRank yet this is often not the
case as sectional pages often have higher Google PageRank. See below

Mobilesidewalk: Google PageRank Analysis

Note: Mobilesidewalk has a Google PageRank is FOUR (4/10).

Important Note: The Ringtones page section of the website has a Google PageRank of FIVE (5/10).

Google’s Big Daddy
Currently, Google is changing its server structure which is affecting the Google PageRank of websites as well as
the website listings returned in the search engine results pages. More information is available at the blog of Matt
Cutts, a senior Google search engineer.
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URL: http://www.mattcutts.com/blog/bigdaddy-progress-update/

For further information, contact

    Marc Phillips
    Email: marc.phillips@searchforecast.com

    Richard Andrus
    Email: richard.andrus@searchforecast.com
    Telephone: 925.465.1221
    Cell: 925.858.5663

Disclaimer
This report is provided for your general assistance and information only. SearchForecast does not make any
representations or warranties (express or implied) as to the accuracy or currency of the information contained in
the materials nor does it accept liability whatsoever for any reliance placed on this material, including any liability
in negligence for reliance on any information in these materials or any products, services or information which
may be provided by the companies and organizations referred to.


